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ABSTRACT

Numerical weather prediction models often perform poorly for weakly forced, highly variable winds in

nocturnal stable boundary layers (SBLs). When used as input to air-quality and dispersion models, these wind

errors can lead to large errors in subsequent plume forecasts. Finer grid resolution and improved model

numerics and physics can help reduce these errors. The Advanced Research Weather Research and Fore-

casting model (ARW-WRF) has higher-order numerics that may improve predictions of finescale winds

(scales ,;20 km) in nocturnal SBLs. However, better understanding of the physics controlling SBL flow is

needed to take optimal advantage of advanced modeling capabilities.

To facilitate ARW-WRF evaluations, a small network of instrumented towers was deployed in the ridge-

and-valley topography of central Pennsylvania (PA). Time series of local observations and model forecasts on

1.333- and 0.444-km grids were filtered to isolate deterministic lower-frequency wind components. The time-

filtered SBL winds have substantially reduced root-mean-square errors and biases, compared to raw data.

Subkilometer horizontal and very fine vertical resolutions are found to be important for reducing model speed

and direction errors. Nonturbulent fluctuations in unfiltered, very finescale winds, parts of which may be

resolvable by ARW-WRF, are shown to generate horizontal meandering in stable weakly forced conditions.

These submesoscale motions include gravity waves, primarily horizontal 2D motions, and other complex

signatures. Vertical structure and low-level biases of SBL variables are shown to be sensitive to parameter

settings defining minimum ‘‘background’’ mixing in very stable conditions in two representative turbulence

schemes.

1. Introduction

It is well known that the rapid expansion of computer

resources in recent decades has facilitated steady growth

in numerical weather prediction (NWP) skill. However,

while finer grid resolutions have been crucial for im-

proving model accuracy, this alone has not always been

sufficient. Better understanding and more accurate

representation of atmospheric processes in the model

physics have been needed to take full advantage of gains

in resolution. For example, as model grid sizes of 2 ;

4 km have come into wider use, deep convection pa-

rameterizations have been eliminated so that all cloud

and precipitation processes can be represented by ex-

plicit microphysics schemes. Generally, the combination

of finer resolution and improved treatment of the moist

physics has led to more accurate predictions of convec-

tive weather (e.g., Kain et al. 2006; Weiss et al. 2007).

Besides issues related to model physics, a number of

other factors can also limit the benefits of finer resolution:

inaccurate numerics, poorly resolved surface heteroge-

neities and soil properties, insufficient observations, and

inadequate data assimilation and initialization techniques
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(e.g., Weckwerth et al. 2004; Dabberdt et al. 2005; Ralph

et al. 2005; Reen et al. 2006; Kang and Davis 2008). All of

these contribute to reduce the predictability of atmo-

spheric motions in high-resolution NWP models (Mass

et al. 2002; Elmore et al. 2002; Stensrud and Weiss 2002;

Rife et al. 2004; Rife and Davis 2005).

An especially difficult finescale forecast problem deals

with predicting nonturbulent wind variability in the

stable boundary layer and its impact on plume behavior.

Efforts to reduce plume prediction errors by using high-

resolution NWP models have often met with mixed re-

sults (Deng et al. 2004; Deng and Stauffer 2006). Besides

the limitations of mesoscale models, our basic under-

standing of the SBL has also been limited by insufficient

observations, instrument characteristics, and represen-

tativeness errors between time-averaged data at a point

in space and gridcell quantities predicted by ensemble-

averaged models (Gego et al. 2005; Mahrt et al. 2009).

Under clear skies and weak synoptic pressure gradi-

ents, radiative flux divergence typically leads to very sta-

ble nocturnal surface inversions that may have depths of

only tens of meters or less, especially in the early evening

(Smedman 1988; Mahrt and Vickers 2002; Vickers and

Mahrt 2004; Mahrt et al. 2010). In the absence of strong

dynamic forcing, horizontal thermal gradients form over

sloping terrain, inducing gravity-driven currents (Sun et al.

2002). Quasi-steady drainage flow may ensue in relatively

simple isolated environments, such as reported by Cuxart

et al. (2007) over the island of Majorca, Spain, but many

sites appear dominated by randomly fluctuating winds for

which no steady state emerges (Mahrt 2009). The inherent

predictability of motions in such cases can be rather poor.

In very stable nocturnal cases, turbulence can become

extremely weak (Steeneveld et al. 2006; Wyngaard 2010).

A typical 3D eddy length scale in the SBL may be only

;1 m and turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) can be less than

0.1 m2 s22. Since buoyancy force dampens vertical mo-

tions in the stable regime, wind fluctuations can be mostly

constrained to the horizontal direction (Mahrt 2007).

Mahrt and Mills (2009) found that horizontal 2D fluctu-

ations on the scale of 0.02 ; 2.0 km can easily dominate

the mixing process in the SBL. Mestayer and Anquetin

(1995) and Belusic and Mahrt (2008) define these small-

scale nonturbulent motions as submeso to distinguish

them from mostly turbulent microscale motions gener-

ally associated with unstable conditions. Although the

physics remains poorly understood, Mahrt (2007, 2008)

and Hiscox et al. (2010) demonstrated that when the speed

of submeso and/or mesogamma (2–20 km) SBL motions

is of the same order as the weakly forced mean synoptic

speed, plume behavior generally exhibits large sudden

directional shifts in addition to smoothly oscillating di-

rectional changes.

While Taylor’s hypothesis assumes a direct correspon-

dence between spatial and temporal scales of motion

(Tennekes and Lumley 1972), it is a reliable approximation

primarily for true turbulence. For convenience the present

study will assume that a loose correspondence exists be-

tween the spatial (0.02–2.0 km) and temporal (,20 min)

scales of nonturbulent submeso perturbations in a weakly

forced stable flow (mean speed , ;2.0 m s21). However,

the precise temporal–spatial relationship in the submeso

range remains unclear, given our current knowledge.

The strong stability and suppressed turbulence often

found in weakly forced nocturnal cases favor poor dis-

persion conditions. These allow concentrations of SBL

contaminants to persist for many hours, making them

problematic for emergency planners. Therefore, our focus

will be primarily in the zone below 10 m above ground

level (AGL), as might be relevant for a toxic surface re-

lease into the atmosphere. Not only are the erratic di-

rection changes caused by mesogamma and submeso

motions poorly understood, they are unresolved in most

current numerical predictions, thus presenting a very dif-

ficult forecast challenge. Model-predicted root-mean-

square errors (RMSEs) for wind direction in the SBL

can exceed 1008, even though the mean speed and ver-

tical structure may be predicted quite well (Bravo et al.

2008). Thus, when studying boundary layer flow, Rife

and Davis (2005) make a distinction between modeled

structures having a simple qualitatively realistic physical

structure and those having actual determinism (specific

predictability). In short, even with advanced NWP

models, it remains unclear which aspects of SBL flows

might be predictable and under what circumstances.

Several mechanisms have been proposed for the er-

ratic low-frequency submeso wind fluctuations, or stable

horizontal meandering,1 affecting near-surface plumes

in weakly forced SBLs. Hanna (1983) suggested density-

driven currents in complex terrain and gravity waves as

the most probable causes. Multiple downslope currents

evolving over even modestly uneven terrain may inter-

fere with one another and with cold air pools forming at

the lowest elevations, causing transient speed and di-

rection variations at a given site (Mahrt et al. 2010).

Internal gravity waves forced by imbalances between

mass and velocity fields in a stable environment (Nappo

2002) are another likely source of nonstationarity. High

in the free atmosphere, these gravity waves were found

to be important contributors to the mesoscale kinetic

1 In neutral or unstable boundary layers, meanders are often

defined as changes in plume direction forced by 3D eddies larger

than the plume width. However, the current discussion will be

limited to the stable case.
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energy spectra analyzed by Nastrom and Gage (1985)

and were simulated in the Advanced Research Weather

model (ARW) by Skamarock (2004). However, when

they encounter the SBL, the behavior of these waves is

less clear. Fritts et al. (2003) examined ducted gravity

waves developing in elevated shear layers within deep

SBLs over relatively flat terrain, and found that their

influence damped rapidly toward the surface. Using ide-

alized simulations, Poulos et al. (2000) demonstrated that

the vertical propagation of mountain waves can interfere

with and significantly alter near-surface SBL gravity

currents. Cuxart and Jimenez (2007) used large-eddy

simulation (LES) and tower observations to show that

a dynamically unstable layer can form beneath the low-

level jet (LLJ) atop the SBL, leading to periodic en-

hancements of jet shear, TKE generation, and fluctuating

winds at the surface. Other possible mechanisms, such as

vertical mixing events in the presence of directional shear

and vortex shedding over complex terrain, have been

suggested to explain the sudden large directional shifts

encountered in the SBL (Etling 1990; Mahrt 1998, 2008;

Anfossi et al. 2005). While a variety of mechanisms may

be involved, NWP models (including their initial fields)

generally have been inadequate to predict SBL wind

fluctuations in a deterministic sense.

Historically, NWP models have been mostly ineffective

for predicting even the most simple characteristics of real-

istic meandering behavior in nocturnal SBLs because (i)

model resolution has usually been too coarse to resolve the

mesogamma-scale terrain irregularities and internal gravity

waves largely responsible for wind fluctuations in the SBL,

(ii) model turbulence physics may be inadequate in highly

stable conditions near the surface, and (iii) observations are

often insufficient to initialize and verify mesogamma and

submeso scales of motion. Given the limitations of most

NWP models, atmospheric transport and dispersion

(AT&D) prediction models have been forced either to

ignore or crudely parameterize the effects of non-

turbulent mesogamma and submeso scales of motion that

can easily dominate the SBL mixing process. For

example, Sykes et al. (1993, 1998) include a diffusion-like

term in their Lagrangian puff model to account statisti-

cally for unresolved mesogamma and submeso fluctua-

tions. As a result, predicted plumes in stable meandering

flow often appear overly diffuse and may underestimate

embedded maximum concentrations.

The purpose of this paper is to explore the predictability

of wind and temperature fluctuations associated with

mesogamma and submeso stable meandering in the noc-

turnal SBL on time scales from minutes to hours. For this

purpose, we will use subkilometer horizontal grid spacing

in an NWP model configured for very stable nocturnal

conditions. To facilitate meaningful model evaluations,

we will make use of a practical method for defining and

isolating predictable components in time series data ver-

sus the more rapidly fluctuating nondeterministic com-

ponents (Gaudet et al. 2008). Section 2 will describe the

NWP model and the design of the numerical experiments.

Section 3 will describe a local field network used to pro-

vide special data for SBL analysis and model verification.

Section 4 will report model evaluation results, while sec-

tion 5 will briefly summarize the investigation.

2. Numerical model and experiment design

a. The Advanced Research WRF model

The NWP model chosen for this research is the Weather

Research and Forecasting model (WRF) system known as

ARW-WRF version 2.2 (Skamarock et al. 2007). ARW-

WRF is designed with a terrain-following sigma-pressure

vertical coordinate and options for higher-order spatial

differencing on the Arakawa-C grid. Here, the ARW-

WRF’s fifth-order horizontal finite-differencing advec-

tion scheme was selected, along with a third-order scheme

for vertical advection and the third-order Runge-Kutta

scheme for time integration. These odd-order schemes are

designed to maximize the accuracy of small-scale waves

(Wicker and Skamarock 2002). However, they can also

introduce an indeterminate amount of implicit diffusion

(generally considered small). Based on comparisons of

observed and predicted kinetic energy spectra in the free

atmosphere, Skamarock (2004) estimated the model’s

effective resolution to be roughly 7Dx, where Dx is the

horizontal mesh size.

b. Baseline model configuration

To study local SBL flow, ARW-WRF was configured

with four nested-grid domains having one-way nest in-

terfaces. The outermost 12-km domain covers the entire

contiguous United States (CONUS), with a second 4-km

domain defined over the mid-Atlantic region (Fig. 1).

Smaller 1.333- and 0.444-km domains are embedded

over central Pennsylvania (PA). The finest domain has

151 3 151 horizontal points (Table 1) centered on the

Nittany Valley and its surroundings (Fig. 2). The terrain

of central PA is dominated by the Allegheny Mountains

(;700 m MSL, 15–20-km width) in the northwest part of

the finest domain, while the rest of the domain contains

narrow quasi-parallel ridges reaching ;600 m MSL and

having widths of 4 ; 5 km. These ridges flank broader

valleys oriented roughly southwest–northeast. Because

the ridges extend 300–350 m above the valley floors, they

strongly influence near-surface winds, especially in stable

conditions. The narrow width of the ridges makes sub-

kilometer grids important to resolve local circulations.
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In the absence of strong dynamical forcing, surface

radiative and turbulent fluxes are the dominant forcing

of the nocturnal SBL structure (Ha and Mahrt 2003;

Steeneveld et al. 2006). Vickers and Mahrt (2004) showed

that the weakly turbulent, undisturbed nocturnal SBL

over land in early evening can often be described as the

layer where the buoyancy flux (BF) decreases more or

less linearly from a maximum negative surface value to

nearly zero at its top. This very stable nocturnal boundary

layer frequently has a depth of h ; 20–50 m, roughly the

thickness of the lowest one or two layers in most general-

use mesoscale NWP models today, although because of

clear-air radiative cooling, the atmosphere may be mod-

estly stable through a considerably deeper layer (Andre

and Mahrt 1982). Thus, to investigate the structure and

evolution of nocturnal SBL processes, the model’s verti-

cal grid must be considerably finer than normal (e.g.,

Soderberg and Parmhed 2006; Steeneveld et al. 2006;

Cuxart et al. 2006). Here, the baseline model configura-

tion has 43 layers in all four domains with the lowest 5

layers each having a 2-m thickness, with gradually in-

creasing thicknesses thereafter up to the model top at

50 hPa. This provides 11 layers in the lowest 68 m AGL

(Fig. 3a).

Even for the innermost domain, turbulent eddies in

the nocturnal SBL are much smaller than the grid (Dx 5

0.444 km) so a mesoscale model with parameterized

ensemble-mean turbulence remains sufficient (Wyngaard

2010). However, with such a fine grid, this type of tur-

bulence scheme is not recommended for unstable bound-

ary layers exceeding a 1-km depth, because Dx then

approaches the scale of the energy-containing turbu-

lence, l, and ensemble-mean formulations cannot resolve

turbulence, by definition. Instead, a large-eddy simula-

tion with equations of motion filtered according to l�Dx

and equipped with a Smagorinsky (1963) eddy-viscosity

closure or similar subgrid-scale filter would be more ap-

propriate.

Most experiments in this study use the standard ver-

sion of the 1.5-order Mellor–Yamada–Janjic (MYJ)

turbulence scheme (Janjic 2002) available in the WRF

system. This scheme has a prognostic equation for TKE,

is designed for all stability classes, and has undergone

extensive evaluation in research and operational appli-

cations. Additional model physics include a two-stream

broadband radiation scheme and simple microphysics

for cloud water–ice and rain–snow (Dudhia 1989). Sur-

face fluxes are calculated using a simple five-layer ther-

mal diffusion land surface scheme (Grell et al. 1994). The

1.333- and 0.444-km domains that are of greatest inter-

est here are dominated by deciduous forests and crop–

pasture lands. These land types have a surface momentum

roughness length of z0 5 0.50 and 0.15 m, respectively,

and a much smaller thermal roughness (a function of

momentum roughness and the scale velocity, u*), espe-

cially when the bulk Richardson number exceeds 0.2.

FIG. 1. ARW-WRF four-domain nested-grid configuration.

TABLE 1. Resolution and size of the four nested-grid ARW-WRF

domains.

Domain No.

Horizontal grid

increment (km)

Time step

(s)

Horizontal grid

dimensions

1 12.000 30 421 3 271

2 4.000 15 193 3 169

3 1.333 5 121 3 121

4 0.444 2 151 3 151

FIG. 2. Topography on the innermost ARW-WRF domain,

horizontal resolution Dx 5 444 m. Yellow ellipse marks area of

local observing network. Black square denotes location of sub-

domain for display of detailed features. Yellow and blue line seg-

ments inside the black square indicate locations of vertical cross

sections.
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Plant canopy effects are ignored in this study. Parame-

terized deep convection (Kain and Fritsch 1993, 1998) is

invoked only in the 12-km domain.

Beginning in September 2007, forecasts using the

baseline configuration (Experiment Baseline in Table 2)

were run daily for the 12-h nocturnal period beginning at

0000 UTC (1900 LST in PA). To satisfy stability criteria

on the fine vertical grid, time steps on the 0.444-km

domain are Dt 5 2 s (Table 1). Initial conditions and

lateral boundary conditions are interpolated from the

National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP)

0.58 Global Forecast System (GFS) analyses using the

WRF Preprocessing System (WPS). Complete ARW-

WRF output files for the 1.333- and 0.444-km domains

are saved at 12-min intervals, while files for the outer

two domains are saved every hour. Also, 3D output files

are saved at 10-s intervals over a subdomain area cov-

ering a special field measurement network in Nittany

Valley (28 3 28 grid cells of the 0.444-km domain and

10 3 10 cells of the 1.33-km domain; also see section 3)

and at all levels up to 500 hPa to support detailed analyses

of high-frequency fluctuations.

c. Sensitivity experiment design

To better understand the influence of model resolution

on submeso motions predicted in the shallow nocturnal

SBL, three experiments were designed with horizontal

and/or vertical grids more typical of conventional meso-

scale model configurations (Table 2). Experiment LrgDX

uses Dx 5 1.333 km while retaining the very fine 43-layer

vertical resolution of Experiment Baseline (Fig. 3a). In

Experiment LrgDZ, the highest-resolution, 0.444-km

grid is retained, but the lowest 11 vertical layers of Ex-

periment Baseline are fused into 2 layers, so that the

lowest layer becomes ;33 m deep (Fig. 3b). Thus, the

total number of layers in Experiment LrgDZ is reduced

to 34, while above 68 m AGL all layers are identical to

Experiment Baseline. Finally, Experiment LrgDXDZ

combines the coarser horizontal grid of Dx 5 1.333 km

and 34-layer vertical grid.

Last, two additional sensitivity experiments were

designed to examine the influence of alternative turbu-

lence physics on predicted SBL structure and near-surface

submeso motions. Most turbulence schemes contain lim-

iting parameters that impose a minimum amount of mix-

ing to maintain numerical stability in very stable conditions

(Brost and Wyngaard 1978). However, given sufficient

stability, buoyancy forces in the atmosphere may remove

energy from the energy-containing turbulent eddies faster

than it can be generated by wind shear, effectively ex-

tinguishing the rest of the turbulence (Wyngaard 2010).

Analysis has suggested that the minimum background

default values for turbulent kinetic energy TKEMIN and

length scale lB in the standard MYJ scheme (Table 2) may

FIG. 3. ARW-WRF vertical layer configurations below 68 m AGL: (a) baseline configuration

and (b) conventional vertical-resolution configuration.
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impose too much residual mixing in very stable nocturnal

SBLs (Z. Janjic 2008, personal communication). Table 2

shows that the values of these parameters were reduced in

Experiment ModMYJ compared to the standard MYJ

scheme.

A second alternative turbulence parameterization by

Sukoriansky et al. (2006), called Quasi-Normal Scale

Elimination (QNSE), has recently been installed in

ARW-WRF. This fairly new scheme derives spectral

expressions for eddy viscosity and eddy diffusivity based

on quasi-Gaussian mapping of the velocity and temper-

ature fields. The model implies scale-dependent partial

averaging of both turbulence and internal waves as one

entity, and is designed to perform well in weakly mixed

very stable conditions. As invoked in the WRF model and

tested in Experiment QNSE, the QNSE turbulence

scheme also defines parameters for minimum mixing

conditions, similar to the MYJ scheme (see Table 2).

3. Local observing network

As explained in section 2, very fine horizontal and

vertical grid resolutions are necessary to resolve the

complex terrain and interactive physical processes likely

to dominate submeso motions in shallow nocturnal SBLs

in central PA. However, the temporal and spatial scales

resolved by the standard synoptic observing network are

much too coarse to allow meaningful evaluation at the

submeso scales. Therefore, a special network of instru-

mented towers was deployed in a portion of Nittany

Valley to provide continuous high-frequency wind and

temperature measurements for evaluation of the sub-

kilometer ARW-WRF model predictions.

When designing a measurement network, site distri-

bution, instrument type, and sampling rates are es-

tablished based on the spatial and temporal scales

of features to be monitored (Belusic and Mahrt 2008).

In this case instruments were deployed at intervals

ranging from 100 ; 200 m up to 3 km to support in-

vestigations of submeso and mesogamma scale features

in stable conditions. Wind and temperature measure-

ments in the lowest few meters AGL are important for

observing very shallow gravity-induced downslope winds.

Since submeso SBL flows become important mainly with

very weak winds and include frequent sudden changes of

wind direction, high-accuracy fast-response wind sensors

are required. Ideally, measurements up to 30 ; 50 m

AGL are useful for studying SBL depths. Relatively few

existing or historical measurement networks meet all

these criteria.

For the current study a small prototype network of six

short instrumented 2- and 10-m towers and a taller 50-m

tower was deployed in late summer 2007 over gently

rolling terrain at Rock Springs in Nittany Valley, just

northwest of Tussey Ridge (Fig. 2, yellow ellipse). The

primary wind instrumentation consisted of Vaisala WS-

425 2D 1-Hz sonic anemometers at 2, 3, and 10 m AGL.

These anemometers have a very low startup threshold

(manufacturer’s specifications say ‘‘virtually zero’’), 1-Hz

sampling rate, and ;0.10 m s21 accuracy. In addition, 10

Campbell Thermistors were mounted at 2 and 9 m AGL.

The towers were deployed in two intersecting lines ap-

proximating a ‘‘T’’ (Fig. 4). One ;3-km line was oriented

along the valley floor roughly parallel to Tussey Ridge,

while the other line was ;1 km in length oriented roughly

perpendicular to the ridge. In autumn 2008, the 50-m tower

at site 10 was equipped with a 2D sonic instrument at 17 m

and Vaisala 3D 20-Hz sonic anemometers at 34 and 47 m

AGL. All instruments have very low power requirements

and no moving parts, which minimizes maintenance

requirements. Each tower is outfitted with a battery-

powered solar rechargeable data recorder to provide

continuous operations and a radio transmitter to relay

the data to a central network computer. Once at the

central computer, the raw 1- and 20-Hz data are quality

checked, reformatted into 1-min averages, distributed

to users, and archived.

4. Model evaluations

Most of the model evaluations in central PA reported

here are limited to nocturnal cases with synoptic con-

ditions favoring the development of very stable SBLs.

Case selection criteria, based solely on aviation routine

TABLE 2. Design for the Baseline Expt and five sensitivity experiments.

Expt

name

Finest horizontal

grid (km)

Lowest layer

depth (m)

Total vertical

layers

No. of layers

below 68 m AGL

TKEMIN

(m2 s22) lB (m)

Baseline 0.444 2 43 11 0.10 0.32

LrgDZ 0.444 33 34 2 0.10 0.32

LrgDX 1.333 2 43 11 0.10 0.32

LrgDXDZ 1.333 33 34 2 0.10 0.32

ModMYJ 0.444 2 43 11 0.01 0.10

QNSE 0.444 2 43 11 0.01 0.32
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weather report (METAR) data at State College, PA

(SCE), require no more than 2 h of cloud cover between

0000 and 1200 UTC and no precipitation. These criteria

are only moderately restrictive to allow a variety of mostly

clear stable cases to be considered. Site- and case-specific

evaluations on the 1.333- and 0.444-km domains focus on

three periods: mid-autumn 2007, late spring 2008, and

September 2009. Conventional domainwide statistical

evaluations also are performed on the 12- and 4-km do-

mains for the periods in 2007 and 2008.

a. Coarse domains

Since the high-resolution 1.333- and 0.444-km domains

cover such a small area in central PA, model errors orig-

inating on the two outer domains can propagate through

the nest interfaces and potentially dominate local SBL

solutions. Thus, we begin with a brief evaluation of RMSEs

and bias errors on the coarse 12- and 4-km domains.2

Figures 5–7 present model error profiles in Experiment

Baseline versus 1200 UTC (0700 LST in PA) radiosonde

data for wind speed, wind direction, and temperature,

respectively. The profiles summarize domain-averaged

statistics based on 31 cases meeting the diagnostic criteria

for probable SBL development in PA composited for

two periods: 19 cases in October–November 2007 and

12 cases in June 2008.

The RMSEs of model-predicted wind speed (Fig. 5a)

display a typical pattern, with the smallest errors in the

lower troposphere (2–3 m s21) and maximum errors near

the tropopause (3.5 ; 4.5 m s21). Bias scores (Fig. 5b)

indicate that model speeds are 1.0 ; 1.5 m s21 too fast

at 1000 hPa on both domains, but then develop a

slightly negative bias (,1 m s21) through the rest of the

troposphere. RMSEs are 0.5 ; 1.0 m s21 greater on

the large 12-km domain, but overall the profiles for the

two domains exhibit mostly similar trends and magni-

tudes. When 12-km errors are recalculated only over the

area of the 4-km domain, they closely match those of the

4-km model solution. This indicates that the greater

RMSEs on the full 12-km domain are probably due to

inclusion of the Rocky Mountains. Apparently, the 4-km

grid resolution adds little to the 12-h forecast accuracy

through most of the column, at least over this region.

The errors shown here are mostly similar to those sim-

ulated with ARW-WRF on a 5-km CONUS domain

FIG. 4. Detail of the vicinity around Rock Springs showing lo-

cation of instrumented towers in Nittany Valley. Tussey Ridge is to

the south. Green shading indicates mostly deciduous hardwood

forest. Lighter tan shading represents agricultural land. Contours

are terrain height (m).

FIG. 5. Domain-averaged wind speed errors [(a) RMSE and (b)

bias error; m s21] at 1200 UTC on full ARW-WRF 12-km domain

(solid) and 4-km domain (dashed) in Expt Baseline as a function of

pressure (hPa). Dotted line shows error calculated from 12-km

ARW-WRF solution, but only over area of the 4-km domain.

2 Domainwide statistics were calculated using the Model Eval-

uation Toolkit (MET), a supported set of standardized community

codes provided by the WRF Developmental Testbed Center

(DTC) in Boulder, Colorado (Holland et al. 2007).
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by Koch and Gall (2005) in 74 wintertime cases (not

shown). However, they found significantly larger RMSEs,

perhaps due to the stronger mean baroclinicity in winter

compared to the mid-autumn and late spring seasons.

Next, Fig. 6a reveals large RMSEs of 358 ; 458 for the

wind direction at 1000 hPa on both domains. This result is

quite common for near-surface model forecasts with sim-

ilar Dx, likely because of unresolved surface heterogene-

ities (e.g., Schroeder et al. 2006), but as expected the errors

rapidly decrease with height. Note that the RMSEs are

108 ; 208 smaller on the 4-km domain than on the larger

12-km domain at most levels. While some of this im-

provement might be attributed to the finer horizontal

grid resolution, a comparison to the 12-km solutions only

over the same area as the 4-km domain shows it is again

likely that the absence of the Rocky Mountains in the 4-km

domain contributes significantly to the greater apparent

skill of the smaller domain. Meanwhile, Fig. 6b shows that

biases in wind direction remain small and nearly random,

less than ;48, throughout the column. This confirms that

the overall accuracy of model-predicted winds is quite

reasonable on both outer domains.

Figure 7 indicates that 1200 UTC temperature errors

near 1000 hPa are somewhat large on both domains, with

low-level cool biases of ;228C and RMSEs of 2.58 ;

3.08C. Above 850 hPa, temperature errors drop dramat-

ically and then slowly rise again near the tropopause,

where there is a slight warm bias of ;0.58C and RMSEs

grow to 1.48 ; 1.68C. The domainwide cold biases at

1000 hPa may be due in part to the simple five-layer soil

submodel used in this study, which specifies soil moisture

only as a function of land use and season, without con-

sidering antecedent rainfall. The simple soil scheme was

selected for this initial investigation to minimize the

complexity of feedbacks allowed between the surface and

atmosphere, making for easier interpretation of local

physics in the SBL. This scheme will be replaced in the

future by the WRF’s more detailed Noah land surface

model (Chen and Dudhia 2001a,b).

Complementing the vertical error profiles, similar

error statistics for 10-m winds and 2-m temperatures

were calculated every 3 h for 91 spring and autumn cases

on the two coarse-grid domains for Experiment Baseline

(Table 3).3 As expected, surface errors are mostly sim-

ilar to those reported at 925 and 1000 hPa in Figs. 5–7,

but tend to reflect somewhat enhanced influences due to

local surface heterogeneities. The table shows fairly con-

sistent positive speed biases of 1–1.5 m s21 in the ARW-

WRF 10-m winds through the forecast period. The

FIG. 6. As in Fig. 5, but for wind direction errors (8).
FIG. 7. As in Fig. 5, but for temperature errors (8C).

3 Surface statistics were based on all cases in the October–

November and June periods, not only the cases favoring SBL

development in central PA.
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RMSEs for speed on both the 12- and 4-km domains re-

main almost unchanged from their initial values through

the entire nocturnal period. Also similar to the upper-level

statistics, the spring–autumn 10-m wind speed RMSEs in

the 12-km CONUS domain of Experiment Baseline are

;25% smaller than wintertime RMSEs found by Koch

and Gall (2005) in the first 12 h of their 5-km ARW-WRF

forecasts.

Table 3 also shows statistics for the evolution of sur-

face wind direction errors through the 12-h nocturnal

forecasts for the autumn and spring seasons. First, it is

clear that RMSEs for direction are quite large in the

model’s initial conditions, but they grow very little over

time, even though cases with very weak observed speeds

(,1.0 m s21) are excluded from these calculations. Sur-

face direction biases are initially small but tend to become

more positive (clockwise errors) during the night on the

12-km domain, which, along with the positive surface

speed bias, is consistent with possibly excessive back-

ground turbulent mixing of momentum in the SBL.

Finally, the table presents ARW-WRF forecast errors

for 2-m surface temperatures. The RMSEs appear rather

large, but are already in the initial conditions at 0000 UTC

(38–48C). Many of the RMSEs may be explained by ini-

tial cold biases of ;238C, which are partly moderated

during the course of the forecasts [from ;(21.68 to

2.28C) by 1200 UTC]. Although initial condition errors

from the GFS analyses certainly affect the forecasts,

the ARW-WRF surface errors may also be related to the

relatively simple five-layer land surface model used in

the study. Again, there do not appear to be any clear

systematic differences in the errors between the 12- and

4-km domains. In summary, surface statistics on the

two coarse domains indicate that the ARW-WRF high-

resolution baseline configuration with the standard MYJ

turbulence scheme produces generally skillful predictions

of the state variables in stable nocturnal conditions, de-

spite a tendency for some positive biases in surface winds

and cool biases in temperatures. Given the modest size of

these biases, model solutions on the inner 1.333- and

0.444-km domains should not be overly affected by

synoptic-scale errors in most cases.

b. Fine domain simulations at Rock Springs

In weakly forced, mostly clear nocturnal cases over

central PA, surface radiation flux divergence and tur-

bulence flux usually dominate the development of the

SBL, producing a strong thermal inversion in the lowest

few tens of meters AGL. Lapse rates in these layers

often exceed 0.18C m21 and TKE may become less than

;0.1 m2 s22. Above this intense nocturnal SBL, a deeper

but somewhat less stable quiescent layer may extend

upward a few hundred meters (e.g., Mahrt et al. 1998;

Steeneveld et al. 2006). Sufficient wind shear may de-

velop occasionally near the top of this deep stable layer

to generate moderate turbulence aloft (0.1 ; 1.0 m2 s22),

independent of the surface drag (Smedman 1988; Banta

et al. 2007). However, unless the two turbulent layers

become connected, most often because of intermittent

downward transport of TKE (Mahrt and Vickers 2002), it

is the shallow, intensely stable layer close to the ground

that will define the SBL here.

Numerous methods have been proposed for defining

the SBL depth h. Diagnostics for an equilibrium SBL

depth hE generally fall into two categories: surface flux–

based methods (e.g., Zilitinkevich et al. 2007; Steeneveld

et al. 2007) and Richardson number–based methods (e.g.,

Vogelezang and Holtslag 1996). In practice these fairly

idealized equilibrium methods often encounter difficulty

because of nonsteady effects: large-scale baroclinicity,

TABLE 3. Domain-averaged surface errors vs forecast hour for 91 cases of Expt Baseline in October–November 2007 and June 2008.

Variable Error score Domain (km)

Forecast hour

0 3 6 9 12

10-m speed (m s21) RMSE 12 2.1 2.3 2.4 2.4 2.3

4 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 1.9

Bias 12 0.0 1.2 1.4 1.4 1.1

4 0.6 1.1 1.3 1.3 0.9

10-m direction (8) RMSE 12 44.3 45.2 47.1 47.7 48.4

4 45.4 46.8 46.0 48.9 47.3

Bias 12 2.9 1.6 5.5 5.6 4.3

4 3.4 0.5 2.0 2.8 0.7

2-m temperature (8C) RMSE 12 3.9 3.5 3.4 3.4 3.8

4 4.1 3.5 3.6 3.5 4.1

Bias 12 22.9 22.2 21.5 21.2 21.6

4 23.2 22.4 21.9 21.4 22.2
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vertical velocities, and submeso fluctuations such as

downslope winds and intermittent turbulence entering

the SBL from aloft (Vickers and Mahrt 2004). Here, to

simplify external comparisons between the model and

observations, we will diagnose SBL depth in most cases

as hd, the level where the curvature of the thermal

profile first reaches a maximum, generally at the top of

the strong surface-based nocturnal inversion. However,

we note that internally, WRF determines the SBL depth

hm directly from the TKE profile predicted by the MYJ

turbulence scheme.

In another diagnostic method, Vickers and Mahrt

(2004) found that the buoyancy flux profile can provide

a reasonable estimate of SBL depth, at least for un-

disturbed cases. They found that generally, BF in the

SBL is strongly negative at the surface, with its absolute

value decreasing almost linearly with height, approaching

zero in the thermal residual layer. However, if the layers

above the SBL are weakly stable, the BF may remain

nonzero or even grow slightly with height. Comparing BF

with flux measurements of vertical velocity variance,

Vickers and Mahrt (2004) found that SBL depth in the

undisturbed case is well correlated with the level where

the BF first approaches zero and/or becomes quasi-steady

with height. In some cases, this method proved useful for

the present study in the first few hours following sunset.

Exceptions can occur, especially later during the night.

For example, when turbulence develops above an inter-

vening quiescent layer because of wave breaking or shear

in a low-level jet (Newsom and Banta 2003; Banta et al.

2007), it can be transported downward, disrupting the

‘‘equilibrium’’ SBL structure. Such cases are referred to

as intermittently turbulent boundary layers (Mahrt 1998;

Van de Wiel et al. 2003; Steeneveld et al. 2006) or ‘‘upside

down’’ boundary layers (Mahrt and Vickers (2002), in

which turbulent episodes may last anywhere from a few

FIG. 8. Vertical profiles predicted in the lowest 100 m AGL of Expt Baseline for (a) potential temperature (K), (b)

buoyancy flux (K m s21), (c) wind speed (m s21), and (d) Richardson number at site 3, elevation 375 m MSL, on

the 0.444-km domain at Rock Springs at 0200 UTC 10 Sep 2007. Horizontal line (dashed–dotted) is diagnosed SBL

depth hd.
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minutes to perhaps an hour or so. In these cases SBL

depth can be more difficult to define.

1) VERTICAL STRUCTURE OF THE MODELED SBL

Evaluation of ARW-WRF solutions on the 0.444-km

inner grid begins with an examination of the early

evening vertical structure of the nocturnal SBL at Rock

Springs in Experiment Baseline. Figure 8 shows typical

early evening profiles predicted by ARW-WRF in the

lowest 100 m for four variables at site 3 at 0200 UTC

10 September 2007. The potential temperature (u) pro-

file in Fig. 8a exhibits a very stable lapse rate of G ;

0.078C m21 below 10 m, while maximum curvature

appears near 25 m AGL. Meanwhile, the predicted BF

profile in Fig. 8b has the characteristic quasi-linear slope

up to ;28 m, as observed by Vickers and Mahrt (2004)

for undisturbed conditions, and then approaches a near-

constant value farther aloft. Near this level, a weak LLJ is

found in the speed profile (Fig. 8c). Also note that Fig. 8d

reveals a minimum in the Richardson number at or

slightly above the same level. Therefore, to be consistent

with the BF, Richardson number, and speed profiles, the

SBL depth has been diagnosed as hd 5 28 m in this case,

slightly above the level of maximum curvature of po-

tential temperature. At this same time, the MYJ turbu-

lence scheme in ARW-WRF predicted hm ; 4–18 m at

grid points around Rock Springs, based on its TKE field.

Later that same night the BF profile became more

erratic as nonsteady submeso fluctuations developed in

the model, making BF less suitable for diagnosing hd.

The u-curvature and SBL speed maximum usually re-

mained consistent with each other (not shown), but not

all profiles exhibited a low-level speed maximum. Thus,

as mentioned above, the u-curvature was preferred for

routinely diagnosing hd when comparing modeled and

observed SBL depths.

For the 10 September case the predicted wind direc-

tion below hd at 0200 UTC is north-northeasterly (not

shown), with speeds in the SBL of only 0.7–1.7 m s21.

Strong directional shear exists near hd, with east-

southeasterly winds prevailing in the less intense stable

layer (G ; 0.018C m21) between hd and 250 m AGL. This

deep cool layer forms in part by the pooling of gravity-

driven downslope winds from the flanks of the nearby

ridges that override the colder SBL below. Farther aloft,

a nearly adiabatic residual layer persists above 250 m

AGL through the evening, representing the remnants of

the daytime convective PBL. As night progresses, hd

remains 25 ; 35 m deep, while the stable region aloft

continues to deepen, eventually filling the entire valley

(not shown). Once the stable layer extends up to and

above the ridges, mountain waves and transient internal

gravity waves can form, which can potentially interact

with the low-level SBL (Poulos et al. 2000, 2007; Young

et al. 2009). A detailed comparison of model-predicted

and observed profiles in the SBL at Rock Springs will be

presented below in section 4d as part of the sensitivity

experiment evaluations.

Further insights into some typical vertical structures

predicted in the high-resolution Baseline Experiment

are evident by examining u and TKE along two 19-km

vertical cross sections in Nittany Valley oriented quasi-

perpendicular and quasi-parallel to Tussey Ridge (Figs.

2, 9). In this prefrontal cool-season case at 0936 UTC 14

November 2007, strongly sheared southwesterly flow

exists over central PA ahead of a small midtropospheric

FIG. 9. Predicted potential temperature (gray shades; contour interval 1 K) and TKE (thin solid lines; contour

interval 0.05 m2 s22) vs height (km MSL) in 0.444-km domain at 0936 UTC 14 Nov 2007, along vertical cross sections

oriented (a) northwest–southeast and (b) southwest–northeast through Rock Springs in Nittany Valley. Heavy solid

line indicates diagnosed SBL depth hd. Cross section locations are shown in Fig. 2.
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shortwave advancing from the Ohio Valley. Mean

wind near the ridge tops (600 ; 700 m MSL) is south-

southwesterly at 8–12 m s21, with a small wind compo-

nent directed across Tussey Ridge from right to left in the

northwest–southeast cross section (Fig. 9a). Figures 9a,b

show a generally shallow nocturnal SBL diagnosed at

hd ; 10–30 m, especially at lower elevations, with some

lesser regions where hd ; 80–100 m, mostly over Tussey

FIG. 10. Vector wind speed (m s21) at Rock Springs at 0000–1200 UTC 7 Oct 2007: (a) observed 1-min winds from

site 3 at 3 m (green) and nearby site 1 at 9 m (blue) AGL and (b) forecasted 1-min winds in Expt Baseline on

0.444-km domain at the same levels.

FIG. 11. As in Fig. 10, but for observed and model-predicted near-surface wind direction (8) based on 12-min averages

at 0000–1200 UTC 7 Oct 2007.
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Ridge and the minor ridges in Nittany Valley. The wind

shear aloft generates TKE ; 0.6 m2 s22 near the ridge

level. Figure 9a shows a group of terrain-induced gravity

waves in the northwest–southeast cross section locked

into the ridge positions. The other cross section, ori-

ented southwest–northeast along the lowest elevations

in Nittany Valley (Fig. 9b), shows that the TKE is very

weak near the surface in most of the cold pool (4–19 km

on the abscissa). Thus, through most of the night a qui-

escent layer exists between the shallow SBL in the valley

and the shear-induced turbulence aloft, as described by

Banta et al. (2007). However, vertical transport of TKE,

especially beneath the strongest gravity waves, occa-

sionally leads to intermittent episodes in which the tur-

bulence becomes continuous down to the surface (Banta

et al. 2002; Steeneveld et al. 2006). This temporarily

establishes a deep upside down SBL (Mahrt and Vickers

2002). Figure 9b shows that this is occurring in the leftmost

4 km of the cross section at 0936 UTC. At other times,

when the shear aloft decreases sufficiently in response to

mixing or the gravity waves realign in response to changes

in the mean wind direction across the terrain, the enhanced

TKE tends to weaken and the shallow detached SBL is

reestablished along the entire southwest–northeast cross

section. Thus, at least qualitatively, the standard MYJ

scheme in Experiment Baseline appears quite effective in

simulating anticipated SBL structure and the intermittent

character of turbulent episodes typical of many nocturnal

stable cases where elevated shear exists.

2) TIME SERIES IN THE SBL

Next, examples of time series for observed and mod-

eled wind speed and direction in the SBL are compared at

site 3 for 7 October 2007 (Figs. 10, 11).4 A typical shallow

SBL developed on this night under mostly clear skies and

weak westerly winds. Consistent with analyses of weakly

forced nocturnal conditions by Mahrt (2009) and Mahrt

et al. (2010), the observed time series (Figs. 10a, 11a)

exhibit large-amplitude high-frequency submeso fluc-

tuations at both 3 and 9 m AGL. For the same period,

model solutions on the 0.444-km grid in Experiment

Baseline (Figs. 10b, 11b) contain less energy in the highest

submeso frequencies, although the variability at somewhat

lower frequencies (;20 min or longer) often approaches

observed levels. As expected, wind speeds are generally

somewhat greater at the 9-m level than at 3 m in both the

measurements and the model. Notice that the large rapid

fluctuations in the data can make conventional model

evaluation methods based on a single time step at 1-h

intervals quite problematic. In response, when verifying

predicted wind directions, many investigators omit events

having speeds less than 1 m s21. However, it is these weak-

wind stable conditions in particular that often present the

most urgent forecast problem for plume transport and

dispersion applications in the SBL.

The speeds and directions shown in Figs. 10, 11 are

based on 1- and 12-min averaged data, respectively.5

These frequencies are too low to be explained by 3D tur-

bulence in the SBL and have been described by Mahrt

et al. (2010) as nonturbulent submeso motions of

uncertain origin, possibly due to transient internal gravity

waves or intermittency in the downslope drainage flow.

Gaudet et al. (2008) show that wind fluctuations in the

submeso range (1 ; 20 min) are effectively non-

deterministic, while lower frequencies in subkilometer

ARW-WRF solutions may be predictable, at least in part.

Thus, a 2-h running-mean filter can be applied to the

winds to isolate the lower-frequency deterministic com-

ponents in the time series, such as the general increase of

speed in the final hours before sunrise.

Figure 12 shows an example of the filtered time series

winds in Experiment Baseline at 9 m for 7 October 2007.

The filtering step removes brief submeso gusty episodes,

revealing a fairly strong correlation between modeled

FIG. 12. Filtered deterministic component of vector wind speed

(m s21) at site 1 (9 m AGL) on the 0.444-km domain at 0200–

1100 UTC 7 Oct 2007 for Expt Baseline (dashed line) vs observa-

tions (solid line).

4 On 7 October, sunset at Rock Springs occurs at 2245 UTC

(1745 LST) and sunrise at 1114 UTC (0614 LST).

5 The raw time series data for wind direction are actually based

on 1-min averages, but are shown here as 12-min averages simply

for better legibility.
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and observed wind variability on times scales down to

20–30 min (cf. Fig. 10). Despite very weak mean flow in

the SBL, standard statistical measures (RMSE, bias er-

ror, correlation coefficient, and bias-corrected RMSE)

calculated from the filtered series6 confirm that wind

speeds predicted on the 0.444-km domain in Experiment

Baseline have considerable skill. While the figure reveals

a positive bias of ;0.5 m s21 for this case, the correlation

coefficient is 0.83 and RMSE is 0.66 m s21. Since the

bias-corrected RMSE is only 0.40 m s21, much of the

RMSE is systematic. This is potentially important because

systematic biases may imply correctable model errors,

perhaps in a physics parameterization.

In addition to the general positive speed bias, Fig. 12

also reveals a substantial increase of the winds in the

final 2 h of the forecast period, especially in the model,

leading to a maximum forecast error of 1.7 m s21 at

1130 UTC. Further analysis of the model predictions for

this case by Young et al. (2009) suggests that the probable

cause of the acceleration near the end of the period was

due to downward vertical transport of momentum fol-

lowing gravity wave breaking near the level of the ridge

tops. Although no observations are available aloft to

confirm this hypothesis, similar (but weaker) near-surface

accelerations of the submeso speed fluctuations in the

data suggest similar mechanisms are likely at work (Figs.

10a,b). However, while the observed wind increases are

nearly the same at 3 and 9 m, acceleration in the model

solution is strongly exaggerated at 9 m. The reason why

the spurious acceleration is found primarily at 9 m is not

entirely clear, but it is noted that the model’s nocturnal

cold pool was weaker than observed, which may have

allowed momentum from aloft to penetrate more easily

into the most stable layers.

The time filter was applied subsequently to observed

and modeled time series taken from 32 mostly clear

autumn and spring cases that satisfied the SBL case se-

lection criteria described earlier. For 95% of the noc-

turnal hours in these cases, observed wind speeds at

the nearest METAR station, SCE, were 3 m s21 or less,

with only 1% of hours exceeding 5 m s21. Table 4

summarizes the 32-case average statistics calculated for

wind speed, direction, and temperature errors for Ex-

periment Baseline at site 1 (9 m AGL) in the local Rock

Springs network. As for the single case of 7 October 2007,

the table reveals a small positive speed bias (10.64

m s21) in the nocturnal SBL, along with an average warm

temperature bias of 11.4 K. Similar positive biases were

found at the 3-m level, and examination of the temporal

behavior of the biases indicates that, while observed SBL

temperatures and wind speeds tend to decrease steadily

through the night, the ARW-WRF model’s predicted

cooling rate is about half that observed, while predicted

speed remains almost constant in time (not shown).

These errors are consistent with possibly excessive

background (minimum) mixing in the cold pool by the

standard MYJ turbulence scheme, as hypothesized in

section 2c. A weakened cold pool can also explain why the

sign of the surface temperature bias in the valley (Table 4)

is opposite to that in the two coarse domains (Table 3).

TABLE 4. Statistics for filtered wind speed, direction, and temperature errors at Rock Springs at site 1 (9 m AGL) on the 0.444-km domain

for Expt Baseline, based on 32 nocturnal SBL cases in October–November 2007 and June 2008.

Variable RMSE Bias error Bias-corrected RMSE Mean absolute error (direction) Obs mean

Wind speed (m s21) 1.15 0.64 0.69 — 0.84

Wind direction (8) (0.5 m s21 threshold) 39.6 24.6 — 27.7 231.8

Wind direction (8) (0.1 m s21 threshold) 57.4 2.6 — 41.4 227.4

Temperature (8C) 2.9 1.4 1.4 — 12.7

FIG. 13. Sensitivity of filtered deterministic components of vector

wind speed (m s21) to horizontal and vertical resolution at site 1, 9 m

AGL at 0200–1100 UTC 7 Oct 2007. Shown are model-predicted

speeds in Expt Baseline (dotted line), Expt LrgDX (long dashed line),

Expt LrgDZ (dashed–dotted line), and Expt LrgDXDZ (short

dashed line). Observed speed (filtered; m s21) shown as solid line.

6 A 30-min sampling interval was used when calculating statistics

for the nocturnal time series.
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Note that because the average observed nocturnal speeds

in the SBL at Rock Springs were less than 1 m s21, most of

the wind samples would have been rejected if a standard

minimum speed threshold of 1.0 m s21 had been used

when calculating direction errors. This would have

caused the resulting error statistics for direction to be

unrepresentative of the weakly forced cases of greatest

interest. However, because the Rock Springs measurements

were made using sensitive sonic anemometers accurate at

much slower speeds than more common propeller-and-

vane anemometers, it became practical to calculate statis-

tics based on lower thresholds of 0.5 and 0.1 m s21. Despite

including such very light winds in the calculations, Table 4

shows that the model-predicted direction errors are similar

to those found in Table 3 and many other modeling studies

where larger speed thresholds of 1–2 m s21 were imposed

(e.g., Schroeder et al. 2006; Mass et al. 2002). Also, RMSEs

for the filtered wind speeds were much smaller than those

often reported in the literature, as well as reported for

unfiltered winds on the 12- and 4-km ARW-WRF domains

(Table 3). In most cases the filtering step reduced errors

in speed, direction, and temperature by ;25%–50%.

These results demonstrate that the ARW-WRF model

in Experiment Baseline has considerable skill for pre-

dicting speed, direction, and temperature in weakly

forced nocturnal SBLs, and may have the potential for

even better accuracy if systematic biases can be identi-

fied and corrected.

FIG. 14. Predicted parcel trajectories at 0800–1112 UTC (blue) and wind vectors at every other grid point at 1112 UTC

at the lowest model level in a subregion (see Fig. 2) in the vicinity of Rock Springs on 7 Oct 2007. Nine parcels were

released at 3 m AGL in a 0.444 km 3 0.444 km area denoted by . at 0800 UTC. Results are for (a) Expt Baseline,

(b) Expt LrgDZ, (c) Expt LrgDX, and (d) Expt LrgDXDZ. Terrain (m) is shown as color fill.
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c. Sensitivity to grid resolution

The dependence of model-predicted wind speed on

horizontal and vertical resolution over moderately

inhomogeneous terrain was explored next by comparing

Experiment Baseline to the three grid-sensitivity experi-

ments: LrgDZ, LrgDX, and LrgDXDZ. A typical ex-

ample is shown in Fig. 13 for 7 October 2007. Clearly,

Experiment Baseline produces the most accurate speeds

despite a bias of about 10.5 m s21. In Experiment LrgDZ,

the case-averaged bias is ;10.9 m s21, although the trend

is generally well correlated with Experiment Baseline and

the observations. However, in both Experiments LrgDX

and LrgDXDZ, the positive biases are much larger,

approaching 13 m s21, and predicted trends are signif-

icantly different than observed. Thus, both high horizontal

and vertical resolution can be important for ensuring model

accuracy in the weakly forced nocturnal SBL, and it ap-

pears that solutions are particularly sensitive to hori-

zontal resolution, emphasizing the importance of resolving

subkilometer complex terrain in stable conditions.

Speed errors, of course, are not the only model errors

affecting plume transport and dispersion calculations in the

SBL. Errors in predicted low-level stability, vertical mo-

tions, and wind direction can be equally important. Sensi-

tivity to the integrated effects of meteorological errors on

transport was examined by computing particle trajectories

based on ARW-WRF’s 3D wind fields, again using the

7 October 2007 case (Fig. 14). The trajectories are based

on the unfiltered model wind fields saved at 12-min in-

tervals. For each experiment, nine parcels were released

at 0800 UTC from 3 m AGL at regular 222-m spacing

within a single 0.444-km grid cell at Rock Springs. The

figure reveals very different trajectories over the period

0800–1112 UTC entirely due to changes in horizontal and

vertical resolution. Trajectories in Experiment Baseline

(Fig. 14a) exhibit moderate divergence due to submeso

speed and direction fluctuations (Figs. 10b, 11b), resulting

in gentle meandering of the particle cluster. All particles in

Experiment Baseline remain trapped below 30 m AGL in

the very stable air near the valley floor throughout the

3-h period.

In the other three experiments, however, the particles

experience differing degrees of weaker low-level stability

and faster speeds following their release, often resulting

in lofting to heights of 50–100 m AGL. At these heights,

winds were generally faster than those near the surface

and directions were often quite different, resulting in very

dissimilar trajectories compared to Experiment Baseline.

Thus, particles in Experiment LrgDZ (Fig. 14b) experi-

ence virtually no meandering. Instead they slowly diverge

over a 258 arc while traveling rapidly to the northeast out

of the subdomain. In this experiment, the coarse model

layers near the surface (Fig. 3b) tend to weaken the

downslope drainage flow and submeso variability largely

responsible for plume meandering. Meanwhile, several

FIG. 15. SCIPUFF surface plume dosages calculated using ARW-WRF–predicted meteorology on

a small subregion in the vicinity of Rock Springs at 0800–1112 UTC 7 Oct 2007. Results are for (a) Expt

Baseline, (b) Expt LrgDZ, (c) Expt LrgDX, and (d) Expt LrgDXDZ. Dosage (m3 s m23) is shown as

color fill.
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other factors combine in Experiments LrgDX and

LrgDXDZ to make different particle trajectories from

those predicted in Experiment Baseline. First, similar to

Experiment LrgDZ, the coarse horizontal resolution in

these two final sensitivity experiments tended to suppress

particle divergence because of poor representation of

submeso wind variability. The coarser grid also caused

the narrow ridges to be poorly resolved, reducing their

blocking and channeling effects in a stable environment.

This is especially evident in Experiment LrgDX (Fig.

14c), where the particles cross an ‘‘eroded’’ Tussey Ridge

and quickly exit the subdomain toward the southeast. Fi-

nally, a very strong positive speed bias is evident in Ex-

periment LrgDXDZ (Fig. 14d), causing all particles to exit

the subdomain toward the northeast long before they can

experience a dramatic change of wind direction in the final

hour of the trajectory test period.

Figure 15 shows the corresponding surface plume dos-

ages calculated using the Second-Order Closure Integrated

Puff (SCIPUFF) AT&D model of Sykes et al. (1993, 1998),

based on the meteorological fields from the four ARW-

WRF resolution-sensitivity experiments. The figure

reveals that the faster speeds and absence of submeso

variability associated with reducing grid resolution in

either the horizontal or vertical direction result in

greater ventilation, narrower plumes, and significantly

lower maximum surface dosages. The Baseline Experi-

ment, with its strong stability and weak meandering

submeso flow, produced a wider plume and locally

higher dosages by as much as two orders of magni-

tude in the vicinity of Rock Springs. While no tracer

measurements were available to verify the model-

generated plumes, the more accurate speeds detected

at Rock Springs and the tendency for particles to re-

main trapped within the shallow nocturnal cold pool in

Experiment Baseline appear to be mostly consistent

with expected plume behavior in the SBL. These re-

sults further confirm the importance of very fine grid

resolution when predicting transport and dispersion by

weakly forced flow in complex terrain and very stable

conditions.

d. Sensitivity to modeled subgrid turbulence in stable
conditions

Table 4 revealed a positive bias in the 32-case aver-

age near-surface wind speed for Experiment Baseline

despite very fine grid resolution. This is consistent with

the hypothesis in section 2b that the values of minimum

background TKEMIN and lb in the standard MYJ tur-

bulence scheme may force excessive mixing in very stable

conditions. Again using the test case of 7 October 2007,

Experiments ModMYJ and QNSE were compared

to Experiment Baseline (Fig. 16) to test whether two al-

ternative turbulence formulations may help reduce the

positive speed biases in the lower levels for stable con-

ditions, where the background mixing is expected to have

its greatest spurious effect. The figure shows that the two

alternative schemes do tend to reduce the 3-m wind speed

by ;0.3 m s21, except perhaps in the final 1–2 h of the

night. This results in smaller averaged RMSEs and biases,

compared to Experiment Baseline (Table 5). The table

also shows that correlation with the observations remains

quite high, especially for Experiment ModMYJ, sug-

gesting that the physical processes most responsible for

submeso motions in this case were barely affected by the

changes in the turbulence schemes and therefore were

probably initiated at some distance from site 1.

Additional tests performed using an independent case,

5 September 2009, confirm that 3-m u and wind speed are

reduced in the shallow SBL for both Experiments ModMYJ

and QNSE, compared to the Baseline Experiment.

FIG. 16. Filtered vector wind speed (m s21) at site 3 (3 m AGL)

at 0200–1100 UTC 7 Oct 2007 as a function of turbulence scheme.

Shown are model-predicted winds on the 444-m domain for Expt

Baseline (dotted line; standard MYJ), Expt ModMYJ (dashed

line), and Expt QNSE (dashed–dotted line). Observed filtered

speed (m s21) shown as solid curve.

TABLE 5. Sensitivity of filtered wind speed to turbulence param-

eterization at Rock Springs at site 1 (3 m AGL) on the 0.444-km

domain for the case of 7 Oct 2007.

Expt

RMSE

(m s21)

Bias error

(m s21)

Correlation

coefficient

Expt Baseline 0.52 0.51 0.78

Expt ModMYJ 0.33 0.22 0.80

Expt QNSE 0.30 0.23 0.59
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However, vertical profiles in the lowest 50 m reveal that

the impact of the smaller background parameters is min-

imal above 10 m, approximately the depth of the SBL, for

Experiment ModMYJ (Figs. 17, 18). Although Experiment

QNSE shows results similar to Experiment ModMYJ be-

low 10–15 m, it produces larger differences above 15 m. It

is evident that smaller background turbulence parameters

in these alternative schemes produce stronger surface-

based inversions and greater wind shear in the shallow

SBL. Of course, the positive biases found in Experiment

Baseline may also be caused in part by possible sys-

tematic errors in other model components, such as the

initial conditions, roughness formulations, and canopy

or radiation physics. Further testing with a wider variety

of cases is needed to better understand the overall im-

pact on model accuracy of these formulations. How-

ever, these experiments indicate that minor modifications

to the MYJ scheme, or switching to the QNSE scheme, can

intensify low-level vertical gradients, as often observed in

weakly forced, very stable nocturnal cases.

Last, the sensitivity of particle trajectories in the SBL to

the two alternative turbulence schemes is shown for

7 October 2007 (Fig. 19). As in section 4c, nine particles

were released from 3 m AGL at 0800 UTC in a single

grid cell. In Experiment ModMYJ, the reduced mean wind

speed and greater near-surface stability allowed the sub-

meso direction fluctuations in the cold pool to have a larger

impact, leading to more dispersive particle meandering in

the model (cf. Figs. 14a, 19a). However, Fig. 19b reveals

that even though Experiment QNSE also had slower low-

level mean wind speeds, the meandering particles traveled

more rapidly, with several of them quickly escaping the

Nittany Valley. This behavior occurs because most parti-

cles in Experiment QNSE were lofted above the shallow

SBL in the first hour after their release, where they then

followed a helical path toward the northeast between ;50

and 200 m AGL, generally parallel to Tussey Ridge (not

shown). The particles experienced faster winds in these

layers than in the SBL and some were carried quite rapidly

across the ridge. While it is not entirely clear why more

vigorous lofting of particles occurred in Experiment QNSE

than in Experiment ModMYJ, despite strong surface

inversions in both, it is possible that the low-level SBL

flow and vertical motions associated with the passage of

transient internal gravity waves may have phased more

advantageously in the QNSE Experiment. These results

demonstrate that extremely complex interactions be-

tween submeso motions in stable conditions, forced by

a variety of poorly understood physical processes, can

easily lead to dramatically different hazard predictions.

FIG. 17. Vertical profiles of 30-min averaged potential temperature (8C) in the lowest 50 m

AGL at Rock Springs on 5 Sep 2009. Profiles shown are observed (solid line), Expt Baseline

(dotted line), Expt ModMYJ (dashed line), and Expt QNSE (dashed–dotted line) at (a) 0200,

(b) 0400, (c) 0800, and (d) 1130 UTC. Observed u profiles are a composite of data at sites 1 and

10. Modeled u shown at site 1.
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5. Summary

In this study, a version of the ARW-WRF meteoro-

logical prediction model utilizing subkilometer grid

spacing and a small instrumented field network were used

to study predictability in weakly forced nocturnal SBL

conditions in moderately complex topography. It has been

shown that the modeling system, with the standard MYJ

turbulence scheme, can predict important aspects of the

nocturnal SBL, including realistic buoyancy flux profiles,

intermittent LLJ turbulence, submeso fluctuations in wind

speed and direction, and low-level stable meandering.

FIG. 18. Vertical profiles of 30-min averaged wind speed (m s21) in the lowest 50 m AGL at

Rock Springs on 5 Sep 2009. Profiles shown are observed (solid line), Expt Baseline (dotted

line), Expt ModMYJ (dashed line), and Expt QNSE (dashed–dotted line) at (a) 0200, (b) 0400,

(c) 0800, and (d) 1130 UTC. Observed wind profiles are a composite of data at sites 1 and 10.

Modeled winds shown at site 1.

FIG. 19. As in Fig. 14, but for (a) Expt ModMYJ and (b) Expt QNSE.
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Subkilometer horizontal resolution and very fine verti-

cal resolution in the SBL were found to be important

for predicting nocturnal wind speeds in weakly forced

situations. However, the default background minima for

TKE and turbulent length scale in the standard MYJ

scheme appeared large enough to contribute to possible

excessive mixing in very stable conditions, which can

contribute to positive biases in speed and temperature

below 10 m. Simple modifications to the MYJ and QNSE

schemes can significantly reduce these biases, at least near

the surface. Predicted nocturnal winds on time scales of

;20 min or longer were found to contain speed and di-

rection fluctuations that are fairly consistent with submeso

fluctuations observed in the valley cold pool. These fluc-

tuations are thought to be related to fluctuating drainage

winds, transient internal gravity waves, and intermittent

shear-induced mixing of momentum in the LLJ. Statistical

accuracy of the model solutions at these scales is best

revealed by filtering out the nondeterministic higher-

frequency fluctuations from observed and predicted

time series.

This work emphasizes the large sensitivity of transport

and dispersion solutions in the SBL implied by different

model-dependent factors such as grid resolution and

turbulence physics, and the potential advantage of an

ensemble modeling approach to transport and disper-

sion predictions (e.g., Kolczynski et al. 2009). Even finer

resolution might enable a model to more accurately

simulate interactions between transient wave phenom-

ena and strong low-level stability, which appears to gen-

erate much of the submeso variability in the SBL. Other

factors, including initial conditions and various aspects

of the model physics, are likely to contribute to forecast

uncertainty. Much additional work is needed to evaluate

very finescale model predictions in very stable nocturnal

conditions for different topographic regimes. The field

network in central PA is currently being enhanced to

provide remotely sensed winds through at least 200 m

AGL, which will help advance our understanding of the

interactions between terrain-induced gravity waves, LLJ

turbulence, drainage winds, and the valley cold pool.
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